
 
 

Setting and Responding to Post-Election Narratives 
How We Got Here, What Happened, and Where We’re Headed 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to historic voter turnout, and an unprecedented number of people needing to vote 
by mail, this year’s election was a bit different than usual. The multiple crises of 2020 
accelerated the work that grassroots organizers have been doing to expand access to 
voting and reshape how communities of color are engaged in electoral politics. This work 
paid off to flip new battleground states like Georgia  and Arizona and secure Joe Biden 
and Kamala Harris’s win. Since the election was called by most major news outlets on 
November 7th, the Trump administration and his allies have continued their baseless 
contestation of the election results. This desperate move was anticipated, but continues 
to distract from the necessary work of bridging divides, rebuilding trust, and 
distributing power.  

 
This document includes our recommended key messages  to help make sense of this 
moment and a list of resources. We also have recommended social media copy. Please 
use this as a guide for conversations, speaking engagements, and creating digital 
content in the post-election period and during the presidential transition.  
 

THE QUICK VERSION 

+ Amplify the work of grassroots organizers to get out the vote while leading historic 
protest movements 

+ Acknowledge the compromises made for the Biden-Harris ticket and don’t engage 
in voter/non-voter shaming 

+ Take self-reported, early-stage exit poll findings with a grain of salt - check out our 
quick explainer video 

+ Wait for trusted data to understand voter turnout trends, especially at the margin 
and when discussing the nuanced choices of voters of color 

+ Avoid repeating baseless claims on “voter fraud” and “illegal” or “legal” votes 
+ Avoid imbuing Trump with more power (ex. don’t say “coup”) - but acknowledge 

the danger these claims have for our fragile democracy and the work of creating a 
multi-racial, progressive constituency. 

 

https://tombonier.medium.com/how-georgia-turned-blue-eb9ca0ffbfe4
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/facing-november-3-and-counting-votes
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u4CkqdMwhsWpz-Y7HtP5yppH_y-7I3VOn6h-9swuwKw/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApI2bTKwqTY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApI2bTKwqTY


 
 
 KEY MESSAGES 

How did we get here? 
- Jump to how organizers made this year’s high turnout happen 

 
What happened? 

- Jump to the majority supported Biden-Harris platform 
- Jump to progressives made a strategic choice to compromise for a bigger picture 

strategy 
- Jump to exit polls are incomplete and more work needed to understand votes by 

demographics 
 

Where are we headed? 
- Jump to the election is over and the transition is critical 
- Jump to combatting baseless, racist claims of “voter fraud” 
- Jump to civic engagement beyond election years and engaging in the transition 

 
 How Did We Get Here?  
 
 In the face of historic and current barriers to voting freely and fairly, organizers laid 
the groundwork for incredible voter turnout during a once-in-a-century pandemic. 

Despite historic and current barriers to voting freely and fairly, we’ve had historic voter 
turnout. A once-in-a-century pandemic didn’t stop millions of voters from showing up to 
the polls, volunteering as poll workers, bringing joy to the polls. The failures of leadership 
called people to turn out. These failures - old and new - are particular to our political and 
electoral systems, and tied to broader exclusion born of structural injustice. 
 
Grassroots organizers , leading multiple protest movements of their own historic 
proportions, paired issue organizing on immigrant rights, economic + climate justice, and 
police reform with electoral organizing to restore voting rights and expand access to 
voting. Mutual aid groups registered new voters at food giveaway events and Covid-19 
testing sites. Some evidence indicates that voter registrations spiked  after this summer’s 
uprisings and solidarity protests.  
 
 
 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/12/us/politics/poll-workers-teenagers-young-people.html
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGvNgMagBBZ/
https://truthout.org/articles/grassroots-organizers-flipped-georgia-blue-heres-how-they-did-it/
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/trumpism-and-its-discontents/latinx-politics-and-the-census-in-the-trump-era
https://insights.targetsmart.com/july-10-2020-how-covid-protest-movement-have-impacted-voter-registration.html


 
 

 
 
Black Church Action Fund , a coalition of Black 
denominations,  launched their “Souls the Polls” bus 
tour and Black Church Rocks virtual Gospel concert 
series with a goal to activate one million Black Church 
voters. Organizing communities in Georgia, South 
Carolina, North Carolina and Florida, they engaged 
local faith leaders and their congregations to reclaim 
political power in communities.  
 

 

Make the Road Nevada builds power of Latinx, immigrants, 
and working class communities of color in Las Vegas and 
throughout Nevada through year-round civic engagement, 
capacity building, and leadership development. This year, 
MRNV stepped up to collect voter stories and selfie-videos 
from their community members. Stories about why people 
were voting, often for the first time, were developed into a 
variety of assets for GOTV efforts used for digital campaigns 
in English and Spanish through ad buys and organic shares; 
conventional convenience store ads and highway billboards; 
and scripts for radio PSAs. These campaigns successfully 
reached Latinx voters throughout Nevada and Arizona.  
 

Black Voters Matters Fund ’s bold, multi-state bus 
tour took to the road in the “Blackest Bus in 
America”  with the “We Got The Power” campaign 
reaching more than 15 million Black voters across 
the country, particularly in the South, sharing 
information, registering people to vote, and 
spreading love and joy wherever possible. They 
are taking it to Georgia with continued outreach 
leading up to the January senate runoff with a 
fleet of busses for the “Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop” 
campaign.  

 

https://belonging.berkeley.edu/trusting-leadership-and-power-latinx-communities
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/trusting-leadership-and-power-latinx-communities
https://blackvotersmatterfund.org/news/


 
 

 
 
Elect Justice,  an innovative voter initiative that 
combines the power of sports, music, and 
organizing held a live early voting and 
celebrity-studded event in Los Angeles with 
When We All Vote, Black Voters Matter, REP 
CA, Roc Nation, United Justice Coalition, The 
Collective, National Basketball Players 
Association Foundation. The drive through 
event in the parking lot of the Forum stadium 
offered giveaways of PPE, essentials, and food 
for thousands. A virtual hip-hop concert was 
livestreamed and screened in cities with large 
Black and Brown communities like: Baton 
Rouge, LA; Birmingham, AL; Atlanta, GA; 
Charlotte, NC; Cleveland, OH; Columbia, SC; 
Detroit, MI; Houston, TX, Jacksonville, FL; 
Milwaukee, WI; Nashville, TN; Pensacola, FL; 
and Philadelphia, PA.  

 
 What Happened This Election?  
 
 The majority of Americans voted for the more progressive presidential platform in this 
year’s race. 
 
Nearly 67% of the voting-eligible population voted in the 2020 election, compared to 
60% in the 2016 election. President-elect Joe Biden received 80 million votes across the 
country - the most votes ever cast for a president in American history. While we’re still in 
the early stages of understanding turnout data, an estimated 52-55% of eligible young 
voters voted in 2020 , compared to 42-44% in 2016. Expanded access to voting, a crucial 
form of political engagement, is a move in the right direction. 
 
A majority of Americans voted for President-elect Biden and Vice President-elect Harris 
because they ran on explicit plans to create new union jobs in clean energy, increase 
Social Security benefits, expand health care, cancel billions of dollars in student-loan 

 

http://www.electproject.org/2020g
http://www.electproject.org/2016g
https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/election-week-2020
https://circle.tufts.edu/latest-research/election-week-2020
https://joebiden.com/joes-vision/


 
 

debt, hold law enforcement accountable, make the wealthy pay their fair share, tackle 
climate change, provide for universal child care, and bring desperately needed 
leadership to the fight against Covid-19. Together, this amounts to Americans calling on 
their government to take an active role in addressing racial inequality, confronting 
corporate greed and power, and ensuring all Americans belong. 
 
 Many progressive and radical organizers made the strategic choice to mobilize 
support for a presidential candidate they didn’t want. There is much work ahead for 
sustaining the coalition that won Biden the presidency. 
 
Organizers named the specific barriers to voter participation  and pushed against voter 
shaming narratives. By uplifting these truths, power-building organizations raised public 
consciousness of new ways of engaging and understanding electoral politics, such as 
voting as harm reduction and elections as a tool for the movement . These efforts help to 
move beyond elections as transactional and towards expanding the electorate and 
advancing greater civic and social belonging. 
 
As data on turnout and voting patterns continue to come in, our narratives on the 
coalition that facilitated Joe Biden and Kamala Harris’s victory must continue to sharpen. 
In this initial phase of post-election analysis, we are already seeing the media and 
politicians place blame on progressives both within and outside of the Democratic party. 
The work of sustaining this new coalition that won Biden the presidency will require 
bridging across lines of difference and upsetting historic imbalances of power and 
influence. 
 
 Making sense of who voted and how they voted is going to take time to understand. 
 
Our early narratives on who voted in what ways are based on incomplete, self-reported, 
and skewed data  from exit polls. Cementing these incomplete narratives early has 
consequences for how politicians and the media attribute agency, credit, and blame to 
certain constituencies over others, and ultimately, who gets courted and who is written 
off, in future policy and electoral engagement. We can understand trends more when we 
have complete election results, Census Bureau voter supplement data, and updated 
voter files next year. But, ultimately, rigid demographic data categories cannot fully 
account for individuals’ diverse identities, experiences, and value systems. 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iJc5flm1z7L4MAyt7JGTson_0QHN7GJs/view
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/01/opinion/black-lives-matter-election.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.wired.com/story/the-pre-election-polls-were-wrong-the-exit-polls-are-worse/
https://www.wired.com/story/the-pre-election-polls-were-wrong-the-exit-polls-are-worse/


 
 

What we do know is that nearly 73 million Americans voted for Donald Trump. Trump 
plays on white identity politics, a rugged individualist version of the “American Dream” 
myth, and white patriarchy. Trump ran on U.S. isolationism, “law & order” (at least for his 
political adversaries), free market ideology and deregulation, and right-wing 
evangelical-backed restrictions of women's rights. These messages especially resonate 
with socially conservative white voters, who continue to constitute the vast majority of 
Trump’s voter base. Trump’s messages and methods of persuasion can resonate more 
broadly, but voting patterns are about so much more than the candidates. Consider 
misinformation targeting Black and Latinx voters and the ongoing work to build a strong, 
multi-racial constituency  in the face of deliberate barriers and resource imbalances. 
 
 Where Are We Headed?  
 
 The transition of power is critical. Trump and the Republican party have set a 
dangerous precedent. 
 
The candidates had their time to speak. Now it’s the voters’ turn. Our historic turnout, 
even in the face of barriers and adversity, must be heard. The vote belongs to us. It’s 
time we ensure the will of the people prevails, acknowledge Joe Biden as our 
President-elect and transition to new leadership so we can move forward together to 
ensure we can make ends meet, tackle this pandemic, and care for our families. 

 
As Americans, we believe in playing hard, leaving it all on the field, and accepting the 
outcome. Sometimes one side gets more votes and sometimes the other. Whatever the 
electoral outcome, Americans have generally accepted the results without giving up their 
core values and political perspectives. Americans don’t like sore losers. 
 
 Trump has been talking about undermining the election results for months. The 
lawsuits and baseless investigations are a flailing, but dangerous attempt to 
embolden a more restrictive democracy. 
 
For months leading up to the election, Trump and his campaign publicly broadcast their 
plans to prematurely claim victory, and tie up as many ballots in court as possible. But, 
every legal challenge Trump has attempted has failed. These lawsuits are being 
dismissed because there are no facts to back up his political, self-obsessed claims. He 

 

https://www.npr.org/2020/10/30/929248146/black-and-latino-voters-flooded-with-disinformation-in-elections-final-days
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/21st-century-movement-building-challenge
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/21st-century-movement-building-challenge
https://apnews.com/article/donald-trump-legal-challenges-explained-63bb3909a0af7a781a229cb523806fc0


 
 

has absolutely no way to overturn the will of the people and alter the fact that Joe Biden 
will be our next president. 
 
Though this attempt is failing, it’s important to acknowledge where it’s focused: 
majority-Black cities like Detroit, Milwaukee, and Philadelphia. The framing of votes as 
“legal” vs. “illegal” - terms fraught with a history of racialized othering of Black people 
and immigrants - and the political theater of press conferences and Zoom court 
embolden those who seek more restrictions on participating in democracy. We should 
instead be expanding access to the vote and our understanding of who belongs. 

 
 Civic engagement isn’t just for election years; now we do the work of bridging divides, 
rebuilding trust, and distributing power. We must build a stronger society where we all 
belong.  
 
Voters have chosen a brighter future. It’s time to heal and bridge the divides, address 
systemic racism and other failures of leadership. Our new leaders have a lot to tackle and 
we’re going to hold them accountable. The coronavirus pandemic continues to spread, 
hitting hardest the same communities that made Joe Biden and Kamala Harris’ win 
happen despite all odds.  
 
It’s time to protect the tenants struggling to pay rent; the essential workers who’ve been 
made vulnerable to provide the services that keep many of us safe; the students 
struggling without classrooms or stable internet, communities in the inner cities and the 
rural areas impacted by the pandemic; communities of color who have been subjected to 
a flawed criminal justice system. Organizers, community advocates, and voters are 
building our democracy to be stronger. Communities in mourning from police violence 
and losses of loved ones from COVID led the fights this summer and into fall. We all must 
continue the struggle. 

 RESOURCE LIST 

➔ Othering & Belonging Research Brief on strategy for expanding the electorate and 
fostering bridging across lines of difference for greater civic belonging 

➔ Othering & Belonging blog  explaining the counting of the votes and Trump’s foretold 
illegitimate refusal to accept the results 

➔ We The People-Michigan / We Make Michigan Messaging Guide and Call to Action 
➔ ASO Messaging Guide  on Republicans Complicity with Trump’s Claims 

 

https://twitter.com/ElectProject/status/1329820982769496067?s=20
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iJc5flm1z7L4MAyt7JGTson_0QHN7GJs/view?usp=sharing
https://belonging.berkeley.edu/facing-november-3-and-counting-votes
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15_bLzb4_fB3WxaWrMT7kT3EWdjEd0gMpeL3Si58WbBw/edit
http://bit.ly/DoYourDuty


 
 

➔ Demos + Fight Back Table Narrative Cheat Sheet  with progressive messaging rooted 
in shared values and naming specific problems 

➔ ASO Messaging Guide  on the Transition of Power in the Face of GOP Contestation 
➔ Othering & Belonging detailed memo  and abridged 2-pager with resources and key 

messages for the immediate post-election and vote-counting period  

 

https://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/2019-09/Our%20Story%20Narrative%20Elements%20and%20Cheat%20Sheet.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TSaGtTlb08paF4CrENuS5wGWnJZYkWIf/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11goup_N0MoQiNU4B2u2I-zK70R6VmKPVYp8tXu6eln4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pe8cKuHe8RRPaRAVPcc8Iz43l8d26nXuYNDmY9fna0U/edit?usp=sharing

